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Abstract
In software product line engineering, feature models enable to automate the generation of productspecific models in conjunction with domain “base
models” (e.g. UML models). Two approaches exist: pruning of a large domain model, or merging
of model fragments. In this paper, we investigate
the impact of the merging approach on base models, and how they are made and used. We adopt an
empirical method and test the approach on an example. The results show several challenges in the
way model fragments are written, the need for new
modelling language constructs and tool support.

1. Introduction
A Software Product Line is “a set of softwareintensive systems that share a common, managed
set of features satisfying the specific needs of a
particular market segment or mission and that are
developed from a common set of core assets in a
prescribed way” [1]. Software Product Line Engineering (SPLE) is a rapidly emerging software
engineering paradigm that institutionalises reuse
throughout software development. By adopting
SPLE, one expects to benefit from economies of

scale and thereby lower the cost but also improve
the productivity, time to market and quality of developing software.
Central to the SPLE paradigm is the modelling
and management of variability, i.e., “the commonalities and differences in the applications in terms
of requirements, architecture, components, and test
artefacts” [2]. In order to tackle the complexity
of variability management, a number of supporting
modelling languages have been proposed.
An increasingly popular family of notations is
the one of Feature Diagrams (FD) [3]. FDs are
mostly used to model the variability of application “features” at a relatively high level of granularity. Their main purposes are (1) to capture feature commonalities and variabilities, (2) to represent dependencies between features, and (3) to determine combinations of features that are allowed
or forbidden in the SPL.
Because FDs can be equipped with a formal
semantics [4], they can be integrated into a modeldriven engineering approach [5] and used to automatically generate (a set of) models specifying particular products from the product family, the product models. There are two basic approaches to generate product models:
1. a pruning approach where a global domain
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model is tailored to a specific product by removing model elements from a feature model
configuration (Figure 1);
2. a merging approach where different models
or fragments, each specifying a feature, are
combined to obtain a complete product model
from a feature model configuration (Figure 2).
Our research question can be stated as follows:
when specifying static properties of features and
generating a product model from a configured feature diagram, what are the challenges faced by the
analyst using a merging approach?
The rest of this paper is organised as follows.
In Section 2.1, we will give an overview of the
techniques proposed in the literature for model
pruning, and in Section 2.2 for model merging.
In Section 3, our example and the experimental
settings will be presented. In the following sections, each identified challenge will be stated and
discussed: The problem of synchronising different
model fragments will be discussed in Section 4; the
absence of variability notation in base models in
Section 5; and the determination of the scope of
a model fragment in Section 6. Requirements for
better tool support will be suggested in Section 7.
Section 8 will be devoted to a general discussion
of our findings and future works will conclude this
paper in Section 9.

2. Two generative approaches
2.1. Feature-based model pruning
Gottschalk et al. [6] favor a pruning approach
to deal with dynamic aspects. They propose to

configure domain models expressed by workflows
(Petri nets). Their pruning algorithm comprises
three steps: (1) removing elements that were not
selected, (2) cleaning obsolete elements that are
now disconnected, (3) check that every element is
on a path from workflow input to output. Their approach is however not specific to SPL and does not
use feature models.
Czarnecki et al. [7] also use a pruning approach. Each element of an activity diagram is
annotated with a presence condition, expressed in
terms of features. A FD is used to configure the
activity diagram and a “flow analysis” ensures that
each element is on a valid path and that the types of
object flows are compatible. The same technique
is used to configure the associated data model.
Schätz [8] proposes a similar although less general
approach based on reactive components that combine a domain-specific model (automata, component diagrams and application-specific conceptual
model) and a variability model.

2.2. Feature-based model merging
Sabetzadeh et al. [9] use model merging to
detect structural inconsistencies. They transform
a static model into a graph and then into a relational model, i.e., a textual description of the
model. The consistency checks are expressed as
a query on this relational model. Model merging is
performed with the help of an interconnection diagram, which specifies semantic equivalence groups
between model elements from different models.
Traceability of model elements is kept along the

way, enabling to identify the origins of a detected
inconsistency. In [10, 11, 12], the authors address dynamic models with behavioural matching
as well. They provide algorithms and tool support
to merge base models. Their work is not targeted
on SPLE but, as we will see, is applicable here.
On the other hand, Perrouin et al. [13] specifically target SPLE. They propose to derive a product model by merging UML class diagram fragments. Their approach consists of two steps. First,
given a feature model, a set of core assets and composition constraints, they merge model elements
(e.g., classes) based on signature matching. The
signature of a model element is defined as a set
of syntactic properties for the element type, and
can be reduced to its name. Second, the merged
model can be customised to support additional features that were not included in the product family.

3. Testing Perrouin et al. merging approach
The experiment presented here followed the
merging approach by Perrouin et al. [13]. The
latter was chosen because it is integrated, modeldriven and focused on SPLE. This experiment constitutes a first step towards comparison of the pruning and merging approaches, and further development and improvement of those. The chosen
approach do not propose a specific merging algorithm and was complemented with the merging
techniques of Sabetzadeh et al. [9].

3.1. The Conference Management System example
Through the rest of the paper we will use
the example of a conference management system
(ConfMS). A ConfMS is a software system that assists the Organising Committee of a scientific conference in the different phases of the conference organisation: publicise conference information like
the Call for Papers, manage the submission and the
review of the papers, organise the conference event
locally, (i.e. the schedule, the sessions, the rooms),
and publish the proceedings.
The IEEE [14] defines a conference as a “major meeting which covers a specialised (vertical) or
broad range (horizontal) set of topics (...) The pro-

gram of a conference is designed to provide maximum opportunity for presentation of high quality
papers appropriate to the defined scope of the conference. To this end, a Call for Papers is issued to
attract the most qualified presenters possible. Presentations are accepted after appropriate peer review.”
The authors’ knowledge of the ConfMS domain comes from another experiment meant to
select and evaluate software [15], leading to the
construction of several domain models. Figure 3
presents a feature diagram of such a ConfMS. The
constructions used in this diagram are: features
(rounded boxes), the usual and-decomposition
(edges), optional nodes (hollow circles), xordecomposition (edges with an arc), a requires constraint (thick arrow) and cardinalities (between
curly braces). The features in white concern the
review phase of conference organisation, we will
specify them with a class diagram and obtain models for different products using the merging technique of Sabetzadeh et al. presented in section 2.2.
The PC Organisation feature represents the
hierarchical layout of the programme committee
(PC): the presence of a single PC or of multiple
PCs (Single PC or One PC per Track) and the presence of a Review Board (RB) that oversees the
work of the PC. The Reviewing Process feature describes how the different reviewing steps are laid
out in sequence (One Step or Two Steps), if reviewers can delegate their reviews to others (Delegation) or if authors can comment the reviews (Rebuttal). The Review Discussion feature represents the
possibility for reviewers to discuss the papers. The
Discussion Medium feature represents the different
means of discussion (by Meeting or via Electronic
forum). The Acceptance feature represents the acceptance decision process for each paper. The list
of accepted papers can be decided after discussion
(By Discussion) by the PC (Of PC) or by the RB
(Of RB), or by the Programme Chair alone (By
PCC).

3.2. The experimental settings
The experiment was conducted by the two first
authors, both PhD students who are knowledge-
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Figure 3. Conference Management System Feature Diagram

able in UML and feature modelling techniques,
during ten eight-hour working days, using only an
erasable white board, pens, generic diagramming
tools (Poseidon for UML and OmniGraffle) and
coffee.
The authors wrote the base class diagram presented in Figure 4, which models the commonalities of all the products of the feature diagram of
Figure 3. They then wrote a class diagram fragment to model each sub-feature of the Review feature. The base diagram was completed iteratively
by detecting the common model elements in every
model fragment.
Although the general framework of Perrouin
et al. [13] was followed, the merging algorithm itself used to generate these diagrams was executed
manually and based on syntactic name matching
inspired by Sabetzadeh et al. [9]. Equivalence
groups between model elements are easier to determine in the experimental settings, instead of writing transformations inside Perrouin et al. [13] tool,
and gives greater flexibility to test different solutions.
The first product generated by merging model
fragments P1 = {Review; PC Organisation; Tracks;

Single PC; Reviewing Process; One Step; Acceptance; By PCC} suits a small conference or a workshop, where there is a single PC and the acceptance
decision is taken by the Programme Chair.
The second product P2 = {Review; PC Organisation; Tracks; Single PC; Review Board; Reviewing Process; Delegation; One Step; Rebuttal; Review Discussion; Discussion Medium; Electronic;
Meeting; Acceptance; By Discussion; Of RB} suits
a bigger conference where a Review Board supervises the reviewing of the PC and the decision is
taken by this Review Board. The software should
provide electronic and live meeting discussion facilities and allow review delegation.
Several challenges surfaced from this experiment, both during domain modelling and during
the product model generation. In the next sections,
we will detail three of them. Each is illustrated
by the problems we faced during the experiment.
Each of the following sections is subdivided as follows: firstly, the context in which a challenge appears is explained; secondly, we give specific instances encountered during the experiment, how
we tried to overcome the problem and what are the
alternatives available in the state of the art; finally,
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Figure 4. Base Class Diagram

we try to discuss the remaining issues and suggest
improvements.
The order in which the challenges are presented was chosen only to facilitate the reader’s
comprehension and do not follow any order of importance or frequency. Those challenges were only
selected among others because they had an important impact on the modelling process. Other challenges will be discussed in Section 8.

4. Challenge 1: distributed modelling and
the need for synchronisation
4.1. Context: diverging base models
A first model comprising only the common
concepts of the ConfMS was drawn. Then each
feature was modelled successively. For a larger application however, it is likely that several features
will be modelled in parallel. Remarkably, in both
cases, the modelling process imposes some synchronisation to update the base models (it is a case

of co-evolution of models). The use of a common
terminology or, at least, a common understanding
between the teams is therefore necessary. Especially since models are coupled and features interact with each other, it is important to achieve some
level of agreement to be able to successfully merge
the model fragments.

4.2. An instance
The two fragments (F1 and F2) made of a set
of interrelated classes shown in Figure 5 describe
two different types of discussion. The Review Discussion feature (F1) offers reviewers the possibility to discuss the paper and their review. The By
Discussion of Review Board feature (F2) offers to
the Review Board the possibility to discuss the acceptance decision of a paper.
T
F1 and F2 have a common part (F1 F2) and
S
different parts F1 4 F2 = (F1 − F2) (F2 − F1).
After merging the fragments, the resulting class diT
agram contains the common parts (F1 F2) and
the different parts (F1 4 F2). The latter are asso-
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ciated to the common part. In this case, they are
associated to the Discussion class.
The resulting class diagram is syntactically
correct but it represents two very different situations (namely two different kinds of discussion) as
if they were the same. In order to avoid this kind
of inconsistency, a decision of the analyst is necessary. One solution (Figure 6) is to use class specialisation and create a sub-class for each type of discussion (Review Discussion and Acceptance Discussion) that is associated to each different part,
and a super-class Discussion that is associated to
the common parts.

This is a modelling and a methodological problem. We followed an iterative process. That is,
we pushed common elements in fragments associated to features higher in the feature tree when they
were identified in several fragments. Conversely,
we decided that common elements were shared
down the feature tree following the feature decomposition relation in FDs. However, a single class
can appear in several fragments. When it is concurrently modified, the status of the modifications
is unclear. It can represent an undetected commonality or require a refactoring in several fragments
if the concepts are actually different. For example,
the Discussion Facility feature was identified early
on as a common feature, but when the two different types of discussion were later modelled, this
feature had to decomposed and the fragments associated to three features had to be modified to avoid
confusion during the merging operation if the two
discussion features were selected.
One of the proposed solutions is to use an integrated meta-model that blends feature models and
base models. It allows to support feature-aware
modelling and change propagation, because each
model element can be annotated with the feature
to which it pertains. Bachmann et al. [16] have
suggested an integrated meta-model that can better
support this approach. Such model can also simplify the merging algorithm, as Brunet et al. [12]
noted. The general problem of detecting common
concepts between static models is not new, however. It has been extensively studied in the case of
database schema integration [17, 18]. It is also possible to detect this problem earlier by performing a
partial merge of model fragments, preferably automatically, in a way similar to Sabetzadeh et al. [9].

5. Challenge 2: when variability notation is
necessary in base diagrams
5.1. Context: variation points in base models
A model fragment can be incomplete before
the feature model is configured because some
model elements depend on specific configuration,
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i.e. the selection of certain features. Therefore,
variability has to be explicitly modelled in base
models, to be later resolved when the product
model is generated by merging. More generally,
some design decisions cannot be made a priori but
the information is known when a specific product
is built.

nique but use ad-hoc textual or graphical notations when necessary. Gomaa [19] uses UML
stereotypes and parameters to annotate common elements and variability in diagrams. Those techniques are not specific to the approach studied here
and are not formally defined to enable automation.
Czarnecki et al. [7] propose an elegant solution: to
attach to certain base model elements a formally
defined presence condition expressed in terms of
features (selected or not). This approach scatters
product family variability information throughout
the fragments and risks to defeat the purpose of a
separate feature model, although this risk can be
mitigated by a good visualisation tool.

6. Challenge 3: to what feature does a fragment belong?
6.1. Context: identification of atomic sets

For example, the fragment associated with the
Review Board feature is represented in Figure 7.
We had to annotate it because a multiplicity was
undefined. The multiplicity of the association
oversees between the classes Review Board and
Programme Committee can vary. This is because it
depends on the selection of another feature: one of
the two mutually exclusive decompositions of the
Tracks feature.

When modelling a particular feature, the question of what is exactly modelled surfaces frequently. A specific feature with a well defined
boundary within the system is easy, but other features are more cross-cutting by nature and the exact
impact on the overall system is harder to define. In
numerous occasions during the experiment, the authors wanted to be able to share a common model
element between fragments, or modify a common
element and specialise it. Other fragments were
obviously associated to a set of features instead of
a single one. Finally some features were more easily modelled in conjunction with others.

5.3. Discussion

6.2. Instance

Some variability notation is necessary to indicate a decision point in the model, particularly
when modelling an optional feature. UML is easily extensible and such information can be represented by UML comments. However, this solution seems to be impractical when the size of the
product family increases. The major requirement
is for this variability notation to be easily stored,
retrieved and interpreted by software during modelling and merging. Several authors have identified
this problem.
Pohl et al. [2] do not propose a general tech-

When a commonality is identified between
features that represent a decomposition of a parent
feature, the common elements were “pushed up”
in the feature tree in the parent feature model fragment. An atomic set [20, 21] is a set of features that
always appear together in a product. For example,
in Figure 8 the atomic set composed of Review, PC
Organisation, Tracks, Reviewing Process and Acceptance is highlighted. It represents the core of
the ConfMS application, so that when a common
model element belongs to one of its features, it is
in fact added to the model fragment associated with

5.2. An instance

the whole atomic set.
Another notable group of features in Figure 8
is related to the Discussion Facility feature. As
seen in Section 4, it is easier to model it in conjunction with the two features that require it. Although
they do not form an atomic set, it is actually easier
to include them in the scope of the model fragment
associated with Discussion Facility.

6.3. Discussion
To alleviate this problem, and because the size
of the domain model was moderate, we iteratively
checked each completed fragment with the others,
and tried to merge it to detect possible inconsistencies in advance. This solution, if not directly
related to SPLE, was inspired by [9]. But the modelling of fragments also had an impact on the feature model: the discovery of possible ambiguity
led to the modification of the FD and to reconsider
the commonality of the product line, such as with
the Discussion feature. These questions are mainly
methodological and, although related to other domain modelling problems, specific to the merging
approach. As far as we could observe, they are not
yet covered in the literature. Concerning the merging algorithm, if model fragments are associated
to sets of features instead of individual features,
it will decrease the computational complexity for
this, as well as for other automations (e.g. generation of all products or checking satisfiability).

7. Towards tool support
From the three challenges presented above, we
can list several functionalities that would significantly improve the modelling of model fragments
in a CASE tool supporting the approach: (1) an integrated meta-model encompassing feature model
and base models; (2) the possibility to associate
variability information in the form of presence conditions (boolean expressions on features) to every
model element; (3) the identification of atomic sets
and common features; (4) the possibility to associate model fragments to atomic sets and common features; (5) the sharing of common model
elements in the relevant model fragments; (6) the

specialisation of common elements into featurespecific fragments; (7) conversely, the factorisation
(up in the feature tree) of common model elements
identified along the modelling process; (8) an advanced visualisation engine that can selectively
display the fragments associated to some features
and the condition in which these fragments will appear in a product.
Some functionalities would also improve the
merging operation: (1) a formally defined and
machine-readable presence condition language;
(2) traceability information between features and
model elements; (3) a partial merge algorithm to
detect common model elements or possible merging inconsistencies in advance.

8. General discussion
There are several threats to the validity of this
study: the size of the example is moderate and
some problems that would appear in bigger models may not be noticeable here; the experiment
was performed manually (except for generic diagramming tools) due to the lack of a proper integrated tool supporting the approach. Although the
researchers who carried out the experiment were
trained in modelling with FD and class diagrams,
this was the first time they used those languages
in an integrated fashion. Hence, some challenges
might have been emphasised by their lack of experience. However, such challenges would still be
valuable to pinpoint because they highlight issues
to be addressed when training new modellers to
this integrated way of modelling. These challenges
are likely to remain relevant for bigger products
and families, due to the increased complexity of
the modelling process execution (more products)
and of the products themselves (more features).
The problems we have identified can be classified in three categories: (1) semantic, (2) methodological and (3) practical problems. The first category comes from the particular status of model
fragments. They can express a limited amount
of information, be incomplete, or even be syntactically incorrect and therefore, strictly speaking,
meaningless but have an impact on the semantics
of a product. The second category comes from
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Figure 8. An atomic feature set in the Conference Management Set

the iterative and distributed nature of the process.
Although feature modelling supports the separation of concerns, some synchronisation between
the different model fragments is necessary from
time to time, which requires to keep a view on the
whole system and all of its variants, or locally on
some set of features, which helps to inform particular design decisions. Finally, better tool support is necessary to ensure that the model fragments remain syntactically and semantically consistent with each other.

model elements are identified and factored, or a
new understanding of the domain requires to specialise a common model element in different ways.
The second challenge was the lack of variability
notation in base models and the difficulty to separate the variability information from the domain
model. The third challenge was difficulty to define
the scope of a model fragment, that is to determine
what set of features it describes. From this experiment, requirements for a better tool support were
suggested.

There are also advantages to such a merging
approach. The ability to work on a subset of the
features reduces the complexity of the problem, especially if it is highly decomposable, that is when
features are interacting through a small and precisely defined interface. This approach can be partially supported by a tool. For static aspects, a
simple name matching algorithm appears to cover
most needs.

In the future, we intend to compare the merging approach with the pruning approach. We also
want to extend this experiment to the dynamic (behavioural) aspects of the base models. Finally, we
hope to improve tool support by implementing the
suggested functionalities and provide methodological guidelines.

9. Conclusion & future works

The research reported here was partly funded
by the MoVES Interuniversity Attraction Poles
Programme, Belgium – Belgian Science Policy.

We have reported three challenges that we
faced during a modelling experiment. The first
challenge was the lack of methodology to ease the
co-evolution of model fragments, when common
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